Employing the method of Wigner functions on curved spaces, we study classical kinetic (Boltzmann-like) equations of distribution functions for a real scalar field with the Lifshitz scaling. In particular, we derive the kinetic equation for z = 2 on general curved spaces and for z = 3 on spatially flat spaces under the projectability condition N = N (t), where z is the dynamical critical exponent and N is the lapse function. We then conjecture a form of the kinetic equation for a real scalar field with a general dispersion relation in general curved geometries satisfying the projectability condition, in which all the information about the non-trivial dispersion relation is included in the group velocity and which correctly reproduces the equations for the z = 2 and z = 3 cases as well as the relativistic case. The method and equations developed in the present paper are expected to be useful for developments of cosmology in the context of Hořava-Lifshitz gravity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational phenomena observed to the present are well described by General Relativity (GR). However, at short distances quantum gravity effects become significant and GR loses its predictability. Among various approaches to quantum gravity, Hořava-Lifshitz (HL) gravity is unique in the sense that it is a local field theory of gravity which is perturbatively renormalizable at least at the power-counting level and which is free from the Ostrogradsky ghost [1] . The theory is rendered power-counting renormalizable by the scaling anisotropic in space and time (the so called Lifshitz scaling) at high energy,
and recovers the usual isotropic scaling at low energy. Here, z is a constant often called the dynamical critical exponent and b is an arbitrary constant. The renormalizability beyond the power-counting level has been recently proven in the minimal setup called the projectable theory, where the lapse function depends only on time [2, 3] . Since HL gravity is a candidate for quantum gravity and thus can presumably describe gravity at very short distances, it is natural to seek its implications to the early universe cosmology [4] . In the early universe or at high energies, it is expected from theoretical consistency that not only the gravity sector but also the matter sector should exhibit the Lifshitz scaling. A field in the matter sector should then obey a dispersion relation of the form ω 2 ∼ (k 2 /a 2 ) z /M 2(z−1) in the early universe, where k is the comoving momentum, a is the scale factor of the universe, M is the (momentum) scale characterizing the Lifshitz scaling and z is the dynamical critical exponent. The energy of each high energy particle should decay as ω ∝ 1/a z as the universe expands. As a result the energy density of a gas of Lifshitz particles should decay as ρ z ∝ 1/a z+3 [5] . In reality, we need to consider the transition from a high value of z to lower values, say, from z = 3 to z = 2 and then to z = 1 in the course of cosmic expansion by taking into account the dispersion relation of the form
, where α, β and γ are constants of order unity and m is the field's mass. It is naturally expected that terms with higher z should be important/unimportant at higher/lower temperature. Thus, it is expected that the z = 3 behavior is realized at temperature higher than M and then the system exhibits z = 2 and z = 1 behaviors at lower temperature. A more quantitative analysis of the behavior of the system requires a kinetic equation for the distribution function in the phase space, namely a generalization of the Boltzmann equation to a gas of particles with the Lifshitz scaling at high energies. Moreover, considering the fact that the Boltzmann equation has been one of the essential tools for the analysis of cosmological perturbations in GR, it is obvious that the generalization of the Boltzmann equation will be useful for further developments of cosmology in the context of Hořava-Lifshitz gravity.
The aim of the present paper is, as the first step, to derive a kinetic equation for a matter field with the Lifshitz scaling in a fixed background spacetime. For simplicity we shall consider especially a real scalar field. The firstprinciple derivation of a kinetic equation in Lorentz-invariant theories was developed in Minkowski spacetime [6] by using the Wigner function, which is the Fourier transformed two-point function with respect to the relative distance between the two points [7, 8] . While its generalization to curved spacetimes has been studied [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the treatment of Ref. [14] is particulary suitable for our aim since it adopts a spatially covariant formalism based on the 3+1 decomposition of the spacetime and considers a real scalar field, which is of our interest in the present paper.
The rest of the present paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review the derivation of a kinetic equation for a Lorentz-invariant real scalar field. We apply the method to derive a kinetic equation for a real Lifshitz scalar in Sec. III. Section IV is devoted to a summary and discussions. In Appendix A we argue that the subdominant Wigner functions remain small if they are set to so initially. Energy, momentum, and stress tensors for Lifshitz scalar are given in Appendix B.
II. DERIVATION OF RELATIVISTIC BOLTZMANN EQUATION
In this section we review the derivation of the kinetic (collisionless Boltzmann or Vlasov) equation for a free real scalar field φ at leading order in , based on Ref. [14] . Let us introduce Wigner functions,
where
, N is the lapse function, N i is the shift vector, γ is the determinant of the spatial metric γ ij , : . . . : denotes the normal ordering, . . . denotes the expectation value,
∇ i is the covariant derivative compatible with γ ij , and Γ k ij is the Christoffel symbols composed of γ ij . Note that ∇ H i r j = 0 and
which is a scalar function X(x µ ) acted by a spatially covariant shift operator. Let us take linear combinations of the Wigner functions to make them real and have the same dimension 1 :
where ω is the energy, which is in the Lorentz-invariant massless case ω = γ ij p i p j .
One can see that f 1 := f
corresponds to the classical distribution function for particles and f 2 , f 3 express quantum and field-theoretical corrections from the following discussion. For a free real scalar described by the diffeomorphism invariant action
the energy-momentum tensor
is expressed with the 3 + 1 decomposition as
where n µ = (−N, 0) and
These expressions show that E and P i depend only on f 1 at the leading order, and so does S ij if |f 2 | ≪ |f 1 |, which will be justified in Appendix A. (See Appendix B for generalization of the formulas (12)- (14) to a general dispersion relation.) We also impose that f 3 is small when we derive the Boltzmann equation later. Therefore, the Boltzmann equation should be derived by computing the time derivative of f 1 . On the other hand, the number density operator can be obtained by observing
To find derivative operators acting on the Wigner function f 1 , we use the following trick. Define X E and X R for a given 3-vector
and also
for any scalar function f (x µ ) on spacetime. We have
which can be shown by applying the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula to
2 It should be understood that d 3 p represents 3 i=1 dp i .
We see below that terms higher order in r i are higher order in and thus are negligible in the derivation of the classical kinetic equation.
3 Using (21) and (24), we find
Since
and similar identities hold for X R . Then one can reexpress X ± E/R in terms of X E and X R as
Now let us calculate time derivatives of the Wigner functions.
In order to compute the first term in the right-hand side of (32), one needs to evaluate the time derivatives of φ ± := exp(
For this purpose, one can use the following formula for a general function f .
and e
⊥ is used. Defining T ± ± and M ± ± by expressing T ± and M ± as linear combinations of {e i , ∂/∂r j } and then applying (30) or (31) to each term, we have, similar to (28), (29),
3 In other words, we take an expansion where x i derivatives on Wigner functions are negligible compared to r i derivatives on them. 4 Note that K ij has the opposite sign to Ref. [14] .
Similar identities hold for T ± ± . Then
Hereafter we focus on the case with space-independent lapse N = N (t), which implies that N + = N − = N . Using the equation of motion,
where ∆ ± * are defined as ∆
At the leading order of expansion in r i ,
Putting ± and using (30) and (31),,
Note that
and D i p j = 0. Using the above results,
Next consider the terms with ∆ ± * .
(∆
Here we use a slightly different reasoning from Ref. [14] . Since (20) holds for any X i , we have
Then we have
Noting that [∆ H , e 
Recalling (32),
Taking linear combinations (5)- (8),
Therefore, equation for
This coincides with the Boltzmann equation by undoing the 3 + 1 decomposition,
ν µρ is the Christoffel symbols composed of g µν . We refer readers to Ref. [14] for higher order terms in , self-interactions terms of the scalar field, and spatial dependence of the lapse function.
III. KINETIC EQUATION FOR LIFSHITZ SCALAR
In this section we study the kinetic equation for a real scalar field with a general dispersion relation, whose action is
where F (∆) is a function specified by the theory. We still impose the projectability condition, i.e. N = N (t). (As already mentioned in Sec. I, the renormalizability of HL gravity was proven under the projectability condition [2, 3] .) The equation of motion is
Again, we are interested in the evolution equation of f 1 = f 
We can still use (32) to evaluate time derivatives of the Wigner functions and thus we simply need to compute
in the previous section does not rely on the equation of motion and thus is independent of the dispersion relation. We are thus able to use the same formula (38). On the other hand, the computations of the other two quantities rely on the equation of motion and thus we need to reconsider them. Using (66) instead of (39) but still assuming N = N (t), we obtain
and
The only difference between these expressions and those in the previous section is that ∆ is now replaced by F (∆). The remaining computation proceeds almost identically as in the previous section, except that we now need to deal with
We thus suppose that the leading order expression on the right-hand side of this equation is expanded as
where {c i1···inj1···jm } is a set of coefficients that are independent of r k . If the function F (∆) is given as a linear combination of several terms then one can simply compute {c i1···inj1···jm } for each term and then form the linear combination. It is obvious that a constant in F (∆) gives zero contribution to {c i1···inj1···jm }. For ∆ ∈ F (∆), we already have the formula (56). In the following subsections, we shall consider ∆ 2 ∈ F (∆) and ∆ 3 ∈ F (∆). (In the latter case, for technical simplicity we shall restrict our consideration to spatially flat backgrounds.)
Once the set of coefficients {c i1···inj1···jm } is computed for a given function F (∆), it is easy to obtain
by integration by part and the use of (51), where
and D i is defined in Eq. (52). The formula (72) is an obvious generalization of (57). As shown in the previous section, by using (32) and (53), (38) is rewritten as (58). By using (32), (53) and the new formula (72), (68) is written as
By using the same set of formulas, (69) is rewritten as
It is now straightforward to take linear combinations of (58), (74) and (75) to obtain
Therefore, the equation for
A. z = 2
Let us consider the terms up to z = 2, namely,
where M is the Lifshitz scale, β is a dimensionless constant, c φ is the speed limit at low energy below M and m is the mass. We already know how to deal with the last two terms. Let us therefore focus on the contribution from ∆ 2 . We need to reexpress (
in the form of the right-hand side of (71). For this purpose, we first compute several relevant terms on the right-hand side of (71) and then invert the obtained relations. Using (55), at the leading order of r i it is straightforward to show that
Inverting the coefficient matrix, we then obtain
Since the first term in the right-hand side is the leading order in expansion, we have
Therefore the operator D defined in (73) is
and the kinetic equation is as shown in (78), where
and D i is defined in Eq. (52). This result is valid in general curved geometries with the projectability condition, N = N (t).
B. z = 3, spatially flat
Next we consider terms up to z = 3, namely,
where α is a dimensionless constant. Since we already know how to deal with the last three terms, let us focus on the contribution from ∆ 3 . We need to reexpress (
in the form of the right-hand side of (71). For this purpose, again, we first compute several relevant terms on the right-hand side of (71) and then invert the obtained relations. In this case, however, there are much more relevant terms than in the previous case. For simplicity let us therefore restrict our consideration to spatially flat geometries, i.e. γ ij = a(t) 2 δ ij , where a is an arbitrary positive function of the time variable t. This significantly simplifies the computation but still allows for several interesting examples including the flat Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) geometry and spherically symmetric geometries in the (generalized) Painlevé-Gullstrand coordinate system [15] [16] [17] .
Using (55), at the leading order of r i it is straightforward to show that
where p 2 = γ ij p i p j . The conjectured kinetic equation for the general dispersion relation can be rewritten as
is the group velocity.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In the present paper we have derived classical kinetic (Boltzmann-like) equations of distribution functions for a real scalar field with the Lifshitz scaling z = 2 on curved space and z = 3 on spatially flat space under the assumption of the projectability condition, N = N (t). We have then conjectured that (92) gives the kinetic equation for a real scalar field with a general dispersion relation in general curved geometries satisfying the projectability condition. In the kinetic equation all the information about the non-trivial dispersion relation is included in the expression of the group velocity v i g . This in particular implies that the free streaming of collisionless particles and the diffusion damping should occur with the group velocity. This agrees with a natural expectation from the well-known fact that the peak of a wavepacket propagates with the group velocity.
We have employed the method of Wigner functions on curved space based on Ref. [14] . The application of the method to a Lifshitz scalar was made possible by noting the conversion between derivatives ∇ H i and ∂/∂r i (55) at the leading order of expansion in . What we have not done in the present paper is to provide a proof of the conjectured form of the kinetic equation (92), while it correctly reproduces (63) for the relativistic case, (78) with (83) and (84) for z = 2, and (78) with (89) and (90) for z = 3. It is also interesting to obtain terms higher order in , spatial dependence of the lapse function, and collision terms.
As already mentioned in the introduction, the Lifshitz scaling is at the heart of the renormalizability of HL gravity. Moreover, the same scaling has significant implications to cosmology. For example, the Lifshitz scaling with z = 3 can solve the horizon problem and lead to a novel mechanism for generation of almost scale-invariant cosmological perturbations [18] . Moreover, the Lifshitz scaling can solve the flatness problem without inflation [19] . Armed with the method developed in the present paper, we now aim to tackle the isotropy problem [20] in the HL gravity, which will be addressed in the near future.
Similar to Eqs. (70), we need to deal with (F (∆)
As Eq. (71), we suppose an ansatz
Once the set of coefficients {c i1···inj1···jm } is computed for an given function F (∆), we can obtain
as Eq. (72), whereD
Implementing Eq. (A4), the formula Eq. (A1) is rewritten as
This translates into
ifD = ω 2 , which is true for examples considered in the following subsections. On the other hand, Eq. (75) is elaborated by
Combining Eq. (58), we obtain
again ifD = ω 2 , which is true for examples considered in the following subsections. The set of Eqs. (A7) and (A9) tells us that f 2 , f 3 are oscillators with the frequency ∼ 2ω/ w.r.t. the proper time N dt at the leading order in . Therefore, f 2 , f 3 remain small if they are set to small initially. In the following subsections, let us consider examples where one can explicitly show the relationD = ω 2 assumed above.
Firstly, we consider the terms up to z = 1, namely
As in Eq. (56), we obtain
Since the first term on the right-hand side is leading in , the corresponding operatorD (A5) is
Therefore the relationD = ω 2 holds in this example.
Firstly, the variation with respect to N i is given by
where the fact that f + 1 is even function of p i is used at the last equality. This is independent of the form of the function F (∆).
Secondly, the variation with respect to N is given by 
Combining Eqs. (72) and (A4),
At the last equality, the fact that f − 1 is odd function of p i is used andD = ω 2 is assumed, which holds for examples considered in the last section. The form of Eq. (B3) is the same as Lorentz invariant case, but the information of the dispersion relation is encoded in ω.
Finally, the variation with respect to γ ij is evaluated by
